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ABSTRACT
An experimental investigation of the local film
cooling effectiveness and heat transfer downstream of
injection of air through discrete holes into a
turbulent boundary layer of air on a flat plate is
reported. Secondary air is injected through a single
hole normal to the main flow and through both a single
hole and a row of holes spaced at three diameter
Intervals with an injection angle of 35° to the main
flow. Two values of the mainstream Reynolds number
are used; the blowing rate is varied from 0.1 to 2.0.
Photographs-of a carbon dioxide-water fog injected
into the main flow at ah angle of 90° are also presented
to show interaction between the jet and mainstream.
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NOMENCLATURE
A Surface area of heater
b Total thickness of test plate
b^ Thickness of component 1 In test plate
a- Specific heat
D Diameter of injection tube
h Heat transfer coefficient, see eqn. 1
ha Heat transfer coefficient defined using
difference between wall and adiabatic wall
temperature, see eqn., 2
ha Heat transfer coefficient defined using
a difference between laterally averaged wall and
adiabatic wall temperature, see eqn. 10
hamax Maximum value of ha at a fixed X/D
ho Heat transfer coefficient without injection
1 Electric current
I Momentum flux or dynamic pressure ratio, see
eqn. 5 . • . . • • . • • " . - . ' . .,.• -
ke Equivalent thermal conductivity of test surface
ki Thermal conductivity of component i in test
plate ' - ' . . ; - : ' v • - ' . . . ' • - . • : • • • • ' • . • . . - • • • .
M Blowing rate, see eqn. 4
Pr Prandtl number : ; • .
q Wall heat flux
q Laterally averaged wall heat flux
 ;
qbc Heat loss per unit area due to conduction from
back of test surface
q_ Energy generated in a heater per unit area6
qr Heat loss per unit area due to thermal radiation
R Electrical resistance of heater
Reynolds number using free stream velocity and
injection tube diameter
Rev Reynolds number using free stream velocity andAh length Xh
s Slot width for two-dimensional film cooling and
equivalent slot width for three-dimensional
film cooling
St Stanton number (St
Sto Stanton number without injection (Si>o=h0/J>oo'(]QOC->')
Taw Adiabatic wall temperature
Taw Laterally averaged adiabatic wall temperature
Tdat Datum temperature
T£C Temperature Indicated by thermocouple output
Tw Wall temperature
T__ Laterally averaged wall temperature
W
T2 Injection temperature
Too Mainstream temperature
ATiw Temperature correction for heat loss through
thermocouple leads
ATWC Temperature correction for conduction within
test wall
U2 Mean velocity in injection tube
U^ Mainstream velocity
X Distance downstream of downstream edge of
injection hole, see Figure 5
X^ Distance downstream of leading edge of heaters
xi
Jtj. Distance downstream of boundary layer trip wire
X} Distance downstream of effective starting point
for boundary layer growth
Y Distance normal to test surface, see Figure 5
Z Lateral distance from center of Injection hole,
see Figure 5
R Angle between direction of injection and maln-
stream direction
€ Uncertainty
cf; Boundary layer momentum thickness
£* Boundary layer displacement thickness
c^* Boundary layer displacement thickness at the
upstream of the injection hole
£. Emlttance
T? Film cooling effectiveness, see eqn. 3
Film cooling effectiveness correction due to
conduction within wall
/(<» Dynamic viscosity of mainstream
-Pz Density of injected gas
Density of mainstream
Stefan-Boltzmann constant
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SUMMARY
The film cooling effectiveness and heat transfer
coefficient are measured downstream of injection
through discrete holes into a turbulent mainstream
boundary layer. Air is injected through a single hole
at an angle of 90° to the main flow and through both a
single hole and a row of holes spaced at three
diameter intervals at an angle of 35° to the main flow.
The heat transfer coefficient is determined from
wall temperature measurements with a constant heat
flux from the test surface. The film cooling effective-
ness is calculated from the nearly adiabatic wall
temperature that is measured when the teet surface is
not heated. Heated Jets of air are injected to measure
the adiabatic wall temperature. The heat transfer
coefficient is determined with injection of both heated
and unheated air Jets.
Comparison of the film cooling effectiveness
measured with normal injection with the results of
other investigations does not show a significant
variation of the film cooling effectiveness with
Reynolds number or boundary layer thickness at the
point of injection over the limited range of these
xiii
parameters for which results are available.
The heat transfer coefficient near the hole for
normal injection is observed to be as much as 40-45$
larger than the value Without Injection for.a blowing
rate of 2.0. At downstream locations, the heat
transfer coefficient is observed to be 1.0-15$ greater
than the flat plate value for blowing rates greater
than C.2. The Increased value of the heat transfer
coefficient near the point of injection is due to the
high turbulence levels that arise from interaction
between the Jet and main flow near the point of
injection.
Comparison of the film cooling effectiveness
measured for 35° injection through a row of holes
spaced at three diameter Intervals with the. results of
other investigations indicates that the film cooling
effectiveness decreases as the boundary layer thickness
at", the point of injection is increased. . •;-'..'
The heat transfer coefficient following 35°
injection through a single hole is much smaller than
for normal injection. Since the Jet injected at 35°
has a velocity component,in the direction of main flow,
interaction between this Jet and the mainstream "and
thus the heat transfer is less than for normal
injection which has no velocity component In the main
flow direction.
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There is little difference between the heat
transfer coefficient for 35° injection through a
single hole and 35° injection through a row of holes
spaced at three diameter intervals for a blowing rate
0.5. At blowing rates of unity and greater, the heat
transfer coefficient for injection through the row of
holes is greater than that for a single hole. The
heat transfer coefficient for the row of holes is also
observed to be greater between holes, where the Jets
interact with the mainstream and with each other, than
on the centerline. The laterally averaged heat
transfer coefficient for 35° injection through a row
of holes is observed to increase over the first 20
diameters in the downstream direction before decreasing
at blowing rates 1.5 and 2. The increasing heat
transfer coefficient near injection is attributed to
high turbulence levels near the edges of the Jets that
have penetrated into the free stream and are spreading
toward the wall.
Photographs of flow visualization experiments
show that very large eddies and vortices are caused by
interaction between the normally injected Jet and the
mainstream. These eddies and vortices qualitatively
explain the Increased heat transfer that is observed.
xv
I. INTRODUCTION
Film cooling la a method by which a solid surface
Is protected from the Influence of a hot gas stream.
A coolant is ejected locally through the wall of the
structure to be protected in such a way that it creates
a film along the surface for some distance downstream.
Although either a gas or a liquid can be used as the
injected fluid, only gaseous injection will be
considered here.
The coolant can be injected In various ways, some
of which are shown on Figure 1. Figures 1(a) and 1(b)
show slots with outlets that are flush with the surface
to be protected. In Figure 1(a) the coolant leaves the
injection channel with a velocity at an angle 6 with
the main flow. The channel in Figure 1(b) turns the
injected flow so that it enters the main flow with a
velocity parallel to that of the main flow. Figure
1(c) shows a step down slot through which the coolant
flows parallel to the main flow. Figure 1(d) shows
injection through a porous strip. In this case the
direction of the coolant flow is normal to the direction
of main flow, These figures are all similar In that
the flow and temperature fields above the surfaces are
2two-dimensional. If the injected flow does not leave
the slot parallel to the main flow, the main flow
exerts a fore© on the coolant flow, causing it to turn
and flow along the surface. Interaction between the
injected flow and the free stream results in mixing of
the two and the influence of the coolant on the wall
decreases in the downstream direction. The temperature
of the wall varies only in the X direction.
For structural reasons, it is often necessary to
eject the coolant through a series of holes or inter-
rupted slots. Injection through a row of holes is shown
on Figure 1(e). The coolant enters the main flow with
velocity at an angle ft with the main flow. Since the
coolant flow is interrupted across the span, it is
possible for the mainstream to flow around the Jets of
coolant rather than force them against the wall. The
Influence of the coolant on the wall is thus less than
for the slot geometries. The flow and temperature
fields above the wall are not three-dimensional and
the wall temperature distribution is two-dimensional.
Interaction between the Jets and the main flow results
in mixing and the temperature of the coolant approaches
that of the main flow at downstream locations.
In a typical film cooling application, the problem
is to predict or measure the relationship between the
wall temperature distribution and heat transfer. The
' . - • - • • . • • • • • : . 3 .
geometry and mainstream and secondary flows may be
fixed or may be permitted to vary. It may be desired
to find the wall temperature for a given set of
conditions or to optimize the geometry, mainstream or
coolant flow while maintaining the wall temperature
below some critical value.
For constant property flows, It is convenient to
use the concept of heat transfer coefficient h. Thus,
c^ hlT^ -T^ ) (1)
where q is the wall heat flux, Tw is the wall temperature,
and Tdat Is a datum temperature. For the case of an
adiabatlc surface, q=0 and the resulting wall tempera-
ture is the adiabatic wall temperature T.,.. If this,
, ; SW
temperature Is used as the datum, then the heat flux
with film cooling Is
. (2)
For a constant property flow, the heat transfer
coefficient defined by equation (2) Is Independent , of ,
the temperature difference. In the absence of film
cooling, the adiabatlc wall .temperature Is equal to the
free stream temperature or to the recovery temperature
In the case of high speed flow. .
To eliminate the .dependence of, the adiabatlc wall
temperature on the temperatures of the main flow and
injected flow, the adiabatlc wall temperature is usually
4presented in dlmensionlese form as the film cooling
effectiveness. For low speed, constant property flow
the film cooling effectiveness is given by
^ «>
Where T2 and T^ are the respective temperatures of the
coolant and main flow. In the case of high speed
flows, the main flow temperature is replaced by the
recovery temperature.
The heat transfer coefficient as defined by
equation (2) is often found to be relatively close to
the value without injection. The adiabatlc wall
temperature can vary considerably and is more difficult
to predict. Most film cooling studies are therefore
concerned with the determination of the film cooling
effectiveness.
From the assumption of a constant property flow,
It follows that the dimenslonless temperature field
and film cooling effectiveness distribution are the
same whether the ejected fluid is hotter or colder than
the main flow. This fact Is utilized in most studies
where the experiments are easier to conduct with a
heated "coolant."
A large number of parameters are Involved In film
cooling. Figure 1 shows some of the different geometries
that can be used. The shape of the channel through which
,- - :,- . •• . ' . . , '•-.'.•*-.•- :v-. '- ••' •-:•.-•.•'. :•-.-•-. , >-•• --.. 5'
the coolant flows and the angle of injection can be
altered for both two-dimensional and three-dimensional
film cooling. In addition, the spacing between holes
and the number of rows of holes can be varied for the
three-dimensional case. The film cooling process also
depends on the dlmenslonless parameters describing
the main flow as well. as the coolant flow. The ratios
of the velocities and densities of the flows are
especially Important. These quantities are often
grouped Into the parameters known as the blowing rate
(mass flux ratio) and momentum flux ratio. -The blowing
rate Is expressed as
and .the momentum flux ratio Is given by ,
, , ..
. ' ^
the 'subscript 2 denotes the cpolant flow; and subscript
6b represents the main flow. Other Important parameters
are the Reynolds number of the main flow, the turbulence
In the main flow and the thickness of the mainstream -
boundary layer at the point of Injection. If large
temperature differences are employed, the variation of
properties throughout the flow field is Important.
Two-dimensional film cooling has been studied
rather extensively. Most of the work that has been
done has been concerned with the determination of the
. . . . . . 6
film cooling effectiveness. There are reports of
numerous experimental studies and several models for
the prediction of film cooling effectiveness in the
literature. This work is summarized in reference (1).
The heat transfer coefficient with two-dimensional
film cooling has been determined by several investiga-
tors. All used air for both the coolant flow and
mainstream flow. Hartnett, Birkebak, and Eckert (2,3)
used a tangential slot similar to that shown on Figure
1(b). Typical results of their experiments (3) are
repeated on Figure 2. The Stanton number using the
heat transfer coefficient with film cooling (defined
using Equation 2) is normalized by the Stanton number
using the heat transfer coefficient without film
cooling. The distance downstream of the slot is
normalized by the slot width s. The heat transfer
coefficient is higher than the value without injection
in the region near the slot for the higher values of
the blowing rate (M=0.87 and 1.23). At downstream
locations it approaches the value without injection.
The results at lower blowing rates (M=C.34 and 0.48)
are cloeely approximated by the value without Injection
at all locations. Similar results are found in the
presence of a pressure gradient in the flow direction
(3).
Scesa (4) found little difference between the heat
- • - • - . • • • • - • . . . • • . - - . - • - V - ' , - - - - : . - 7
transfer coefficients measured with and without
Injection using a flush slot with an Injection angle
of 90° in the range of blowing rates from 0 to 0.95.
Seban and co-workers (5,6,7) also found that the heat
transfer coefficient was not significantly altered by ,
blowing, although in these studies the heat transfer
coefficient was sometimes found to be reduced slightly
by blowing. Differences in injection geometry may
account for this different trend. A step down slot was
used in the range of blowing rates from 0 to 0.70 In
(5) and a flush normal slot and a step down slot were
used in this same range of blowing rates in (6). In
(7), a step down slot Is used with blowing rates as
high as 2. For blowing rates less, than 1, the heat
transfer coefficient is found to be less than the value
without injection near the slot. When the blowing rate
la about equal to one, there is little difference
between the results with and without injection. At
higher blowing rates, the heat transfer coefficients
with injection are higher than those'without injection.
Metzger and co-workers (8,9,10) measured the heat
transfer coefficient based on average wall and adlabatic
wall temperatures for Injection through slots at
angles of 20 and 60 degrees. For injection at an
angle of 20 degrees, there was little difference between
results with and without injection. Results for
8injection at an angle of 60 degrees from (9) are
repeated on Figure 3. These results are higher than
those shown on Figure 2. The difference is probably
due to the higher injection angle of Figure 3. It
could also be due to an increase in the mass flow of
the mainstream since the added mass flow due to
injection was as high as 25 percent of the total mass
flow in the tunnel (11),
Three-dimensional film cooling has not been
studied as extensively as two-dimensional film cooling.
The bulk of the work that has been done, most of which
Is reviewed in (1) and (12), has been concerned with
adiabatic wall temperature distributions. Wieghardt
(13) used both a single and double row of oblong holes
across the span at a blowing rate of C.36. For the
double row of holes, he found a relatively uniform film
cooling effectiveness distribution across the span, but
the magnitude of the effectiveness was less than half
that for the same air flow through a slot. He found
very low values of the effectiveness for a single row.
Papell (14) used both two and four rows of holes spaced
at two diameter Intervals for injection at an angle of
90 degrees to the main flow. His data correlated using
an empirical modification of the relation he used for
injection through a continuous slot. In the study by
Burggraf, Chin, and Hayes (15), rows of punched crescent
• • . : . . - . - • ' - • - - • - ' 9
louvers were used to inject the film. The louvers
apparently turned the Jets so that they did not leave
the wall. The data was correlated using the same
parameters that were used for injection through a
number of continuous slots.
Some of the injection geometries used in a program
to study film cooling with injection through holes at
the University of Minnesota are shown on Figure 5.
Film cooling effectiveness distributions for injection
through a single hole at an angle of 35 degrees (a
single tube positioned as those on Figure 5(b)) are
presented in (16) and (17). Effectiveness distribu-
tions for normal injection through a single hole
(Figure 5(a)) are also Included in (17). The film
cooling effectiveness for 35 degree injection through
a single smaller diameter tube than that used in (16)
and (17) is presented in (18) and (19) along with film
cooling effectiveness distributions for 35 degree
injection through a row of holes spaced at three-
diameter intervals (Figure 5(b)) and for lateral
injection at angles of 15 and 35 degrees. Velocity
and temperature profiles in the flow above the
adlabatlc wall are presented for injection through a
single hole at angles of 35 and 9C degrees in (20) and
(21). A model for the prediction of film cooling
effectiveness at low values of the blowing rate is
10
proposed In (20) and (22). This model is modified for
use at higher blowing rates In (23).
Typical results for the film cooling effectiveness
downstream of Injection are presented on Figure 6. The
angle of Injection la 35 degrees and results for both
a single hole and a row of holes are presented. The
curves exhibit a maximum In the range M=C.4-0.5. For
blowing rates below this value, the effectiveness
Increases with Increasing blowing rate due to the
Increasing amount of coolant near the wall. At blowing
rates above C.5 the penetration of the Jet Increases
with Increasing blowing rate, decreasing the Influence
of the Jet on the wall. The data on Figure 5 are for
coolant and main flow of near equal densities
(fz/ito-0-®5). If the density of the coolant differs
significantly from that of the main flow, the film
cooling effectiveness values and the location of the
peak could be different from those on Figure 6. There
are indications in the literature that the penetration
of a Jet into a crossflow depends on the momentum flux
or dynamic pressure ratio rather than the blowing rate
M. Unpublished results from the University of
Minnesota, In which air (-j^ /-fto?^ 0.85) and freon
(^ 2/^ »^ 4 ) are injected into a main flow of air,
Indicate that the peaks of the curves may be located
at the same value of the momentum flux ratio.
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Results from (18) and (19) indicate that the
individual Jets Issuing from the row seem to be
independent of one another at low blowing rates. The
two-dimensional adiabatlc wall temperature distribution
can then be approximated by superposition of single
hole results. At higher blowing rates where the Jets
penetrate into the main flow, the individual Jets tend
to block the path for the free stream to flow around
the Jets. The main flow exerts a greater force on the
row of Jets secondary flow, turning it towards the wall
resulting in decreased penetration. The difference
between single hole, results and results for injection
through a row of holes at high blowing rates on Figure
6 demonstrates this effect.
The path of a Jet in a crossflow is also influenced
by the thickness of the free stream boundary layer at
the point of injection. Film cooling results from
(18) and (19) indicate that the mainstream exerts a
greater force on the Jet when the boundary layer is
thin, thus turning the Jet faster and increasing its
effect on the wall.
Lateral injection tends to spread the Jet over a
greater lateral width than injection at the same angle
with the flow (18,19). Jet penetration decreases as
the lateral angle decreases.
Metzger and co-workers (9,10) measured the average
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film cooling effectiveness (in lateral and downstream
directions) following injection through rows of holes
at angles of 20 and 60 degrees to the main flow for
lateral hole spacinga of 1.55 and 1.71 diameters. The
trends for the average film cooling effectiveness are
similar to those from (16) and (17). Single hole
results from (16) and (17) are averaged using the
principle of superposition and compared with the
results of (9) in (11). Agreement between the two
sets of results Is good.
Lltoss and Carnel (24) measured adiabatic wall
temperatures and velocity temperature profiles in the
flow downstream of injection through a single row of
holes at an angle of 35 degrees. Spacings between
holes of 2.22, 3.33 and 4.0 diameters were used with
Mach numbers in the range from 0.4 to 0.6. The film
cooling effectiveness is highest for the smallest
spacing and decreases with increased spacing. At the
smallest spacing, the wall temperature does not vary
laterally and the flow field is observed to be
approximately two-dimensional for downstream distances
greater than 14 hole diameters. The flow field is
observed to be three-dimensional and the wall tempera-
ture varies in the lateral direction for the larger
spacings.
With the exception of the region immediately
•• •; • ' •- , • ..1-3,'.
downstream of Injection, the trends in the data are
similar to those observed in (18) and (19). For hole
spacings of 3.33 and 4.0 diameters and at a blowing
rate M=0.35, the results of (24) show the centerline
film cooling effectiveness to first increase before
decreasing with X/D. This Increase is not observed at
similar blowing rates in (18) and (19). Comparison of
the magnitude of the film cooling effectiveness
measured in these two studies is difficult since
different hole spacings arid blowing rates are used,
but the results of (24) seem to be somewhat higher
than those of (18) and (19). The difference could be
due to differences In the Mach number, Reynolds number
or mainstream boundary layer thickness.
Burggraf and Huffmeier (25) measured wall tempera-
tures downstream of injection through single and
staggered double rows of holes at an angle of 35
degrees. The spacing between holes was 2.82 diameters
and,the turbulence in the mats flow was high. Single
hole results display a peak similar to that shown on
Figure 6 but the magnitude of the film cooling
effectiveness is less. This difference is attributed
to_greater mixing between the Jets and free stream
that would result from the higher turbulence level.
The film cooling effectiveness values for the staggered
double row .of holes increase with blowing rate beyond
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M=0.5 and do not show a peak. The first row of Jets
apparently fills the voids between the second row and
Jet penetration Is reduced.
Information concerning heat exchange between the
wall and gas flow In a three-dimensional film cooling
environment Is sparse. Metzger and co-workers (9,10)
measured the average heat transfer for Injection
through a row of holes at angles of 20 and 60 degrees
and hole spaclngs of t.55 and 1.?t diameters. Their
results do not differ from results without Injection
for Injection at an angle of 20 degrees. Their results
for 60 degree Injection are repeated on Figure 4. The
downstream distance over which the wall temperature Is
averaged Is X; e Is the equivalent width of a slot
whose area Is equal to the area of the holes through
which the coolant flows. The average heat transfer
coefficient Is higher than that without Injection in
the region Immediately downstream of the holes but
soon decreases to the same value. Burggraf and
Huffmeler (25) measured average heat transfer down-
stream of Injection through single and staggered
double rows of holes at an angle of 35 degrees. For
blowing rates less than 1.0, they did not find
significant differences between results with and
without injection. At blowing rates of 1.5 and 2.0
the heat transfer was greater than occurs without
. ..•
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Injection. The heat transfer near Injection at these
higher blowing rates is characterized by the equation
for heat transfer without injection when the mass
velocity is replaced with the coolant mass velocity.
In the present investigation local values of the
heat transfer coefficient are determined for injection
of heated and unheated Jets of air through holes. Two
Injection geometries are used—a single tube normal to
the direction of main flow (Figure 5(a)) and a row of
tubes spaced at three diameter Intervals across the
span and inclined at an angle of 35 degrees to the
main flow (Figure 5(b)). A few measurements are
conducted using a single tube from the row. The out-
lets of the tubes are flush with the surface on which
measurements are conducted. A constant heat flux is
generated electrically at the test surface and local
surface temperatures are measured. Equation 2 is used
to calculate the heat transfer coefficient. For
injection of unheated Jets (equal Jet and Jfiainstream
temperatures), the mainstream recovery temperature Is
used as the adlabatic wall temperature. For injection
of heated jets, two sets of measurements are conducted.
The wall temperature is measured with the wall heated
and unheated, the latter values being the adlabatic
wall temperature. Experiments with heated Jets there-
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fore also yield values of the film cooling effective-
ness.
The flow through a single tube aligned normal to
the mainstream Is studied visually. A COg-water fog
Is used for the Jet and this Is photographed at the
two different exposure times. Time exposure photographs
show the average path of the Jet in the crossflow; very
short exposure times are used to show the eddies and
vortlcles that result from interaction between the Jet
and main flow.
The Inside diameter of the normal injection tube
is 2.35ca; that of the Inclined tubes is 1.18cm. For
injection of heated Jets, a temperature difference of
approximately 55°C Is used, resulting in a density
ratio of approximately 0.85. When unheated Jets are
used, the density ratio is 1.0. The range of variables
studied is as follows: free stream velocity 1100=30.5-
61.0 m/sec, Reynolds number based on free stream
5
velocity and injection tube diameter Re^FO.22 x 10 -
"•/"
0.88 x 10 , displacement boundary layer thickness at
the point of injection 6% =0.14-0.21 cm, blowing rate
p
M=0.1-2.18 and wall heat flux q=0-0.25 W/cm, resulting
in differences between the wall temperature and
adiabatic wall temperature in the range 0-33 C.
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II. APPARATUS
A. Wind Tunnel and Secondary Plow System
A photograph and a schematic drawingof the .
apparatus used In this investigation are shown on
Figures 7 and 8 respectively. The air mainstream in
the wind tunnel flows from the room through an
entrance section, the test section, a diffuser, a
blower, and finally through a silencer before being
discharged outside the building. Detailed descrip-
tions of all parts but the test section proper are
contained in other reports (16,17,20)-and will not be
repeated here.
The secondary or injected air is supplied by the
building air compressor. The flow rate is controlled
by a pressure regulator and!needle valve and is
measured with a thin plate orifice meter. Temperature
fluctuations Introduced by the compressor are
eliminated by passing the air through a long coiled
copper tubing submerged In a large tank of water. The
air Is heated In a stainless steel tube around which
heating tapes are wrapped. The heated air flows Into
a plenum chamber that provides uniform flow to the
injection tubes. This system is also described in
18
greater detail In (16,17,20).
B. Test Section
The test section measures 20.3 cm by 20.3 cm In
cross section. Its overall length Is different for
the different types of injection. For normal
injection It is 129.8 cm long; for 35 degree injection
it is 153.8 cm long. The bottom wall is constructed
of Textollte and the top and side walls are constructed
of Plexlglas and Textolite. The test section consists
of three segments.
Starting at the downstream end of the contraction
and proceeding in the flow direction, the first segment
of the test section is 20.3 cm long. It contains an
Impact probe and wall pressure tap to determine the
free stream velocity, a thermocouple probe to measure
the temperature of the main flow, and two thermocouple
Junctions embedded in the bottom wall to determine the
free stream recovery temperature. The bottom wall is
thin (0.32 cm thick) to allow It to respond quickly to
any temperature changes In the main flow. A 0.064 cm
diameter boundary layer trip wire is located on the
bottom wall approximately 3.8 cm downstream of the
contraction section. An additional sandpaper-type trip
is located on the bottom surface of the contraction
section about 24 cm upstream of its outlet. This
' - . " . - •
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additional trip la Included to provide a thicker
boundary layer than was used in previous studies
(16-21). The diameter of the sand grains lies in the
range 700 to 1000 microns. The trip measures ,1.1 cm
in the flow direction and spans the width of the
contraction section. .
Proceeding in the flow direction, the next segment
is the injection section. Two different segments are
used in this portion of the test section. The normal
"'•''• • ' •:. • ': • • . '..' -| ••' • . •• , •
Injection segment that corresponds to injection as
shown on Figure 5(a) is 6.5 cm long. The tube is
approximately one meter long with an Inside diameter
of 2.35 cm. The segment containing a row of five
tubes at an angle of 35 degrees to the direction of
main flow as shown on Figure 5(b) is 30.5 cm long.
The distance between centers of these 1.18 cm ID tubes
is 3.54 cm (3 diameters). They are approximately 73
cm long. The;tubes in both segments are cemented into
the 0.64 cm thick bottom plates of the segments .and
ground flush to the tunnel surface. In order to
reduce heat conduction from the .tube to the plate, the
injection plates are thinned from the backside to a
thickness of 0.32 cm in the region surrounding the
tubes. Thermocouples are soldered on the outside of
the normal injection tube and center 35 degree
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injection tube at distances of one-half, four and one-
half and six diameters from the discharge end. The
outer tubes In the row have thermocouples at the
location six diameters from their outlet. The inlet
ends of the Injection tubes Join the plenum chamber
mentioned above. All tubes are surrounded with fiber-
glass and styrofoam Insulation.
The assembly consisting of the bottom plate of
the injection segment, the tubes and the plenum chamber
are free to slide in the lateral direction. The hole
through which the secondary gas flows can thus be
located at any lateral position in the tunnel and a
single row of thermocouples is used to measure wall
temperature distributions downstream of Injection.
The third segment of the test section contains
the test plate shown on Figures 9 and 10. Eighteen
stainless steel heaters are cemented to the Textollte
plate. Electrical current is passed through the
heatsrs that are wired In series and the heat generated
within the heaters enters the flow. The test plate is
designed to minimize heat losses out the back and
conduction within the wall. Heat generated at a point
should then enter the flow at that point and the local
heat transfer coefficient can be determined from the
local wall temperature at the point. In reality, there
are heat losses due to conduction out the back, and
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radiation and there are small errors In the measured
local wall temperature due to heat loes through the
thermocouple leads and conduction within the wall.
Corrections that are applied to the measurements to
take these factors Into account are discussed In the
Appendix.
The segment of the test section containing the
test plate Is 103 cm long. The plate that the heaters
are cemented to Is 0.16 cm thick and Is supported by
two rows of 0.48 cm diameter Textollte pins as shown
on Figures 9 and 10. The test plate Is not fastened
rigidly to the frame along Its sides but Is free to
slide between the frame and tunnel wall as It expands
when heated. "0" ring seals are used to prevent leaks.
The Styrofoam insulation behind the plate Is approx-
imately 5 cm thick. The stainless steel heaters are
C.025 mm thick by 5.04 cm In the flow direction. They
span the entire 24.1 cm width of the test plate and
are spaced O.Q4 aim apart
 s Sill cone rubber cement is
used to fasten the heaters to the Textolite plate. By
passing under the side walls of the test section, the
heaters tend to guard heat against losses out the
sides of the test plate. Copper buss bars that
measure 0.48 cm by 0.72 cm in cross section by 5.04 cm
long are soldered to the ends of the heater strips.
Two sets of heaters were used In this investigation.
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The first set, which was used for the experiments with
normal Injection, started to come loose from the
surface midway through the experimental program.
Bubbles formed between some of the heaters and the
surface on which they were mounted and wrinkles
appeared In several other heaters. These effects are
probably the result of different rates of expansion
between the stainless steel heater material and the
Textollte surface. A second set of heaters was
Installed and operated at lower wall temperatures for
experiments with 35 degree Injection. These heaters
adhered to the surface.
C. Instrumentation
Power for the heaters Is provided by two 900 watt
direct current power supplies wired In series. The
current passes through a shunt and through each of the
heaters that are also wired In series. Current flow
Is determined from the voltage drop across a calibrated
shunt and the heat generated Is calculated from the
current flow and the resistance of the heaters. Wall
temperatures are measured by 36 gage Iron-constantan
thermocouples that are embedded In the test surface.
Copper oxide cement holds the thermocouple Junction In
the 0.89 mm diameter hole In the Textollte plate behind
the heater. The thermocouple Junction Is electrically
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Insulated from the heater by both a thin (0.063 mm
thick) layer of copper oxide cement and a thin (0.063
mm thick) layer of slllcone rubber cement. The
Appendix contains data analysis details and uncertainty
estimates.
Boundary layer profiles are measured with an
impact probe and static pressure taps in the tunnel
wall> Dimensions of the probe tip are 1.11 mm wide by
0.312 mm high on the outside and 0.762 nun wide by
0.145 mm high on the Inside. Static pressure taps are
0.89 mm in diameter. A micrometer head on a sliding
carriage Is used to position the probe;
D. iFlow.Visualization System
The heated test plate and tunnel side walls are
replaced with different Plexiglass sections for flow
visualization experiments. These sections provide- a;
clear view of the jet. They can also be painted,
cleaned and covered with adhesive backed sheets of flat
black paper and plastic without fear of damaging the
heaters or thermocouples. ;
The secondary flow system Is; replaced by an
apparatus that generates the fog necessary for flow
visualization. This apparatus consists of a sealed
pressure vessel with a single outlet and the necessary
tubing to connect this outlet to the injection tube.
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Dry ice and hot water are combined inside the container
to produce a carbon dioxide-water fog. Pressure builds
up inside the container as the fog is produced, causing
it to flow through the injection tube and into the
tunnel. The mass flow rate of the fog is determined
by the water temperature, the amount of dry ice used
and the size of the dry ice pieces.
The mass flow rate is measured by timing the
decrease in weight of the mixture of dry ice and hot
water as the fog is ejected. Since the mass flow rate
of the system is limited, it Is necessary to operate
the wind tunnel at velocities as low as 15 m/sec to
achieve blowing rates as high as 2.0.
The fog that emerges from the flow visualization
system is a two-phase mixture of carbon dioxide, water
vapor and water droplets. The individual masses of
dry ice and water were measured before and after the
system was operated to find that the fog mixture
contains approximately 88 percent carbon dioxide. In
order to calculate the density of the fog, it is
necessary to know what fraction of the water droplets
are entrained in the fog as a fine mist and what
fraction remains on the walls of the tubing of the
apparatus. If It is assumed that all of the droplets
remain in the tubing and the fog contains only carbon
dioxide and saturated water vapor, the density is
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approximately 1.4? times that of air. If It Is
assumed that all of the water droplets are entrained
in the fog as mist along with carbon dioxide and
saturated water vapor, the density is approximately
1.6? times that of air. Since It is difficult to
estimate the fraction of water droplets in the fog,
the density is assumed to be the mean of the two
limits described above. The ratio of the density of
the injected fog to that of the air mainstream is thus
1.57 ± 6.4#.. ;..'•.:. ".'./ ; .' ' . '.:.. /. - •
Photographs are taken with a 35 mm camera. ; slide
projectors are used to illuminate the jet and
photographs are taken at an exposure time of 0.125 sec
to determine the average path of the Jet'; A high
intensity strobe light is used as a flash attachment
to take additional photographs at an exposure time of
8 usec. The jet is illuminated with several very
' " * ' ' . - . , ' . '
Intense slide projectors to also record motion pictures
at film speeds as high as 3300 frames per second. The
lights and flash attachment are positioned to shine
through the•Jet from the side opposite the camera.
The angle between the line of sight and direction of
the light incident on the Jet Is typically about 60
degrees.
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III. OPERATING CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES
A. Operating Conditions
This experimental Investigation is conducted
under the following operating conditions.
1. Steady state conditions exist during the tests.
2. In the absence of secondary flow, there Is a fully
developed turbulent boundary layer on the test
surface.
3. In the absence of secondary flow, the velocity in
the mainstream outside of the boundary layer on
the test section wall is uniform.
A. The wind tunnel is operated at a mainstream
velocity of either 30.5 or 61.0 m/sec.
5. In the absence of primary flow, there is fully
developed turbulent pipe flow at the outlet of
the injection tubes.
6. In the absence of primary flow, there Is a uniform
temperature profile at the outlet of the injection
tubes.
7. The temperature of the injected fluid is approx-
imately equal to that of the mainstream for
studies with unheated injection.
• • ' • . • • • • : . • • • * ' • - : . •
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8. The difference between the temperature of the
Injected fluid and the mainstream la approximately
55°C for studies with heated Injection.
' '"..•''•'' •''"-• ' •' ' .': ' • 29» The wall heat flux is-. between 0 and 0.25 watte/cm,
resulting In a difference between the wall tempera*
ture and adlabatic wall temperature In the range
0-33°C.
• • ii
Velocity and temperature profiles at the outlet of
the injection tubes In the absence of primary flow are
presented In (16,17) and will not be repeated here.
The secondary air temperature, tp, Is taken as that
'.-• '". • Ov \ ,• • •.-•••• :.;. -:•' A- /*>;,v;.7Vv >••' ' • ' . .
measured by thermocouples 6 diameters upstream of the
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tube outlet. The difference between this temperature
and the mainstream temperature varies by approximately
.
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one percent across the row of holes, the bulk of this
variation being between the outside tubes and those
next to them. Variation In excess temperature across
the Inner three tubes Is thus much less than one
percent. Velocity at the outlet of the tubes varies
by approximately one percent across the row.
' The boundary layer on the test surface is thicker
than that used In earlier studies with this apparatus
(16-21) due to the addition of a sandpaper type trip
upstream of the test section. Velocity profiles were
therefore measured at locations both on and off,the
centerllne of the test surface and at different
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positions along the length of the teet section to
determine the characteristics of the new boundary
layer. The injection plate was replaced by a flat
surface that contained no holes for these tests.
Boundary layer profiles measured at three different
centerline locations along the test surface are
presented on Figure 11. These profiles are seen to be
in good agreement with each other and with the profile
reported by Klebanoff and Diehl (26). Figure 12(a)
shows the boundary layer displacement thickness both
on and off the centerline of the test surface at three
different locations. The variation of boundary layer
thickness with lateral position is seen to be small.
Under the assumption that the boundary layer
originates as a turbulent one, it is possible to
determine from the velocity measurements the effective
starting position of the boundary layer and with it to
define flow conditions in the test section. If the
Blasius equation is used for shear stress at the wall,
growth of the boundary layer can be expressed in terms
of the displacement thickness (27),
°-
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This equation is rearranged to be linear in
025 --25
«* X,
Use of the momentum thickness S\ to represent the
•f . . .'•
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thickness of the boundary layer results in a similar
equation. ',..•• .''•;''•'. ••''-'• • '• " ^ ••••/'.•' • •••^ '. -'.
••?• s
X, (8)
Results of boundary layer profile measurements oh the
centerlihe of the test surface are presented In the
form of equations 7 and 8 on Figure 13. Straight
lines fit to the data are extrapolated to the point of
zero boundary layer thickness to yield an effective
starting length of 46: cm "upstream -from Hhe trip wire,
The arrows on the abscissa denote the locations where
the secondary fluid Is injected, the dashed line
represents the boundary layer that was present in the
studies mentioned above. At the point of injection,
the new boundary layer is approximately 80 percent
thicker than in the previous normal injection studies
and about 45 percent thicker than in the previous 35
degree 'lnjection; studies^  \ ?, .:-...:: ..;•-;,•;•: '•'•"" :'';.;. """', V'.-' v/-'":-. .'•-''.'-. '
Boundary; layer :growth on the wajls of the test
section causes t&e main flow to accelerate. The
resulting pressure distribution is measured using
pressure taps in the wall of the test section. For
free stream velocities of both 30.5 and 61 ,0 m/sec
the velocity of the main flow Increases by approximately
six percent over the length of the test section.
The heat transfer coefficient without secondary
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Injection ie used as a reference for teats with
Injection. This heat transfer coefficient depends not
only on the free stream velocity and position along
the heated wall, but also on the hydrodynamic starting
length from where the velocity boundary layer starts
to grow to the location where heating of the wall
begins. If the effect of the hydrodynamlc starting
length le neglected or If the velocity boundary layer
starts to grow at the start of the wall heating, the
heat transfer coefficient on a constant heat flux
surface with no pressure gradient is given by the
following equation (28)*
.0.4 -0.4 -O.2.
This equation la also modified to take the unheated
starting length into consideration in (28).
The heat transfer coefficient in the test section
without injection is measured at velocities of
approximately 30.5 and 61 m/sec using both injection
segments. The holes are covered with very thin tape
to provide a smooth surface. Typical results are
shown on Figure 14. The local free stream velocity in
the test section (corrected by the static pressure
variation in the flow direction) Is used In the Stanton
and Reynolds numbers. The distance X^ from the start/
of heating is used in the Reynolds number. The upper
graph represents the short starting length correspond-
ing to the normal injection segment; the lower graph
corresponds to the 35 degree segment. The straight
ilhee oh the graphs are given by equation 9 in which
the unheated starting length is neglected. The
starting point for boundary layer growth from Figure
13 is used to determine starting lengths to use In the
modification of equation 9 given by (28). The resulting
curves are also shown on Figure 14. At locations near
the start of heating experimental results fall between
the relationships that neglect and consider the
unheated starting length. At downstream locations
where the effect of starting length is lees important,
the experimental results and theories merge together.
The difference between experimental results and:the
theory that considers the effect of unheated starting
length indicates that either the theory bvercorrects ;
equation 9 or that the starting lengths from Figure 13
used In the theory are too iargeC .4 second imheated
starting length Is therefore determined by fitting the
equation in (28) that corrects for starting length to
experimental data. Starting lengths determined in this
way and the relative standard deviation between the
data and the curve fit to the data are given in the
table below.
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Table I
Unseated Starting Lengths and Relative Standard
Deviations for Curves Fit to Heat Transfer Results
Without injection
90° Injection 35° Injection
Section Section
U (m/eec) 30.5 61 30.5 61
Unheated Starting
Lengths (cm) A.8 7.9 9.4 26.2
From boundary layer
growth 71.3 71.3 95.4 95.A
From equation of (28) 4.8 7.9 9.4 26.2
Relative Standard Deviation of Curve Fits (equation
from (28))
Starting length from
boundary layer growth .106 .088 .111 .072
Starting length from
equation of (28) .030 .040 .042 .034
Zero starting length .076 .107 .102 .154
The wall temperature should not vary across the
span when there is no secondary Injection. Wall
temperatures measured by off-centerllne thermocouples
at several locations along the length of the teat
section are presented on Figure 12(b). The difference
between the wall temperature and the free stream
temperature is normalized by the difference between the
temperature measured by the centerline thermocouple at
that same longitudinal position In the test section and
the free stream temperature. The temperature
distribution is very flat across the center 60 percent
of the test section where all measurements are
conducted. Temperatures hear the side walls of the
test section are somewhat high because the heat
generated under the walls is conducted into the
tunnel. „
B. Operating Procedure
The primary flow in the wind tunnel, the secondary
flow through the injection tubes and the heat flux ;
from the test surfac/e can be changed to conduct the
experiments under a variety of conditions. Adiabatic
wall temperatures are determined by operating.the
tunnel with injection of heated secondary air and no
heat flux from the test surface. Heat transfer
coefficients can be determined two different ways.
One method is to operate the tunnel with heated
injection and a heated wali> .The heat "transfer " ; : ; - "
coefflcieht is defined,using the difference between
the heated wall temperature and the adiabatic wall
temperature that was measured under the same flow
conditions; The second way is to operate the tunnel
with unheated injection and a heated wall. Under
these conditions, the heat transfer coefficient Is
defined using the difference between the heated wall
temperature and the free stream recovery temperature
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since the adiabatic wall temperature and free stream
recovery temperature are the same for unheated
injection. Two separate sets of measurements are
necessary to determine the heat transfer coefficient
by the first method whereas only one set Is necessary
for the second.
In all cases, the primary flow, the secondary
flow and the wall heat flux are set at the desired
operating conditions and wall temperatures are
measured after thermal steady state has been attained.
The lateral position of the injection hole relative to
the row of thermocouples is changed and wall tempera-
tures are again measured after steady state has been
reached. This procedure is repeated until the desired
mapping of wall temperatures is obtained. Small
adjustments in the primary flow rate, secondary flow
rate or wall heat flux are made during the run when
necessary to set the desired M, U^ and q.
Details of data reduction techniques and
uncertainty estimates are contained in Appendix A.
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IV. RESULTS ,
A. Plow Visualization
Results of the flow visualization study are
presented on Figure 15. Carbon dioxide-water fog Is
Injected through, a single tube at an angle of 90
degrees to the main flow. The free stream velocity
varies from 30,5 in/sec at the low blowing rates to 15m/
sec at the high blowing rates. The two columns on the
left contain photographs of the Jet as viewed from the
side; the columns on the right contain photographs of
the Jet from above. A white line denotes the center-
line of the test section. The three lines crossing
this line are located at distances of one, five and ten
diameters downstream of the hole. They are approx-
imately three diameters long.
The photographs at an exposure time of 0.125 sec
show the outline of the Jet in an average sense. As
the blowing rate is increased, the Jet penetrates
farther into the main flow. Lateral spreading of the
Jet also increases with blowing rate. .Photographs at
an exposure time of S^sec indicate that the true out-
line of the jet Is very irregular "and varies with time.
Interaction between the Jet and mainstream creates very
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large eddies and vortlcies. The Jet does not fill the
entire outline indicated by the time averaged photo-
graphs at any given instant, but fluctuates within
this outline. The short exposure time photograph at
M=2.0 clearly shows the Jet away from the wall whereas
the time averaged photograph indicates that the Jet
olings to the wall. The outline of the Jet at the
long and short exposure times Is similar to that on
photographs in (20) and (21) where the blowing rate is
M=0.9.
To show that the large eddies and vortices
observed on the "instantaneous" photographs on Figure
15 are a result of the interaction between the Jet and
mainstream, photographs of the Jet without a crossflow
are shown on Figure 16. The eddies along the edge of
the Jet In still air are much smaller than those
observed In the presence of a crosaflow.
In order to observe the formation of eddies and
vortices in the Jet, high speed motion pi-cturea were
taken. The film speed Is about .3300 pictures per
second; the exposure time of each picture on the film
is approximately 0.0001 sec (100^/xsec). When viewed
from the side, the Jet appears to be pulsing as it
leaves the hole, thus forming the large eddies that are
seen along the upper edge of the Jet. The eddies
formed by these pulses rotate as they are accelerated
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and turned by the mainstream. After turning the
initial sharp curve in the Jet trajectory, they proceed
downstream without rotation. The high speed motion
pictures viewing the Jet from above show vorticiefii
leaving both sides of the Jet.
Rellly (29) has also conducted a flow visualiza-
tion study for Jets Injected normal to a crossflow
also. Most of the blowing rates in his investigation
are higher than those used here, but some comparisons
can be made. The interaction between the Jet and
croasfiow that he observes is similar to that described
above. Photographs of the Jet trajectory that he
presents for M=0.98 and. 1.84 show the:Jet penetrating
further into the mainstream than the Jets at similar
blowing rates on Figure 15. This difference could be
due to the difference in density of the injected fluids.
Reilly's secondary gas is a smoke in air mixture of
which the density is probably about that of air. The
carbon dioxide-water droplet{mixture used as the
secondary fluid in the present study has a density
approximately 1.57 times that of air., Since many
correlations of Jet trajectories In crpssflows use the
momentum flux ratio I rather than the blowing rate M,
a comparison between the two studies at similar values
of I might be more reasonable. Blowing rates M=0.98
and 1.84 in Reilly's study then correspond to M=1.22
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and 2.31 In the present Investigation. Agreement
between photographs is somewhat better when compared
on this basis although the results of (29) still
indicate slightly greater penetration. This difference
could be due to differences in Reynolds number or free
stream boundary layer thickness at the point of
Injection. Since the free stream velocity (approx-
imately 3.2 m/sec) in (29) is much smaller than those
used in the present study, the boundary layer at the
point of injection in (29) could even possibly be
laminar which would permit greater penetration.
Temperature profiles measured in the flow for
normal injection (20,21) show that the heated air Jet
penetrates Into the main flow for M=0.5 with the
penetration increasing with blowing rate. Taking the
density ratio for heated air Jets (f2/fx> =0.85) Into
consideration as is done above, this blowing rate
corresponds to a blowing rate of M=0.68 with the C02
fog on Figure 15* The photographs on Figure 15 show
the Jet appears to remain near the wall at M=1.0 and
starts to penetrate into the free stream at M=1.5.
This discrepancy could be due to comparison of the
experiments on the basis of momentum flux ratio. Most
relations that correlate Jet trajectory with momentum
flux ratio I are for high blowing rates where the
presence of the wall and the boundary layer growing on
. . . . - • • •
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the wall can be neglected. Comparison between
experiments on the basis of I may therefore not be
valid near a wall.
B. Normal Injection
1. Film Cooling Effectiveness
Results of adiabatlc wall temperature measure-
ments with the single normal injection tube are
presented for different blowing rates and Reynolds
numbers on Figures ; 17-25. The data oil Figures 17-21
were measured at a higher free stream velocity than
the data on Figures 22-25 to see if the Reynolds
number ReD or the boundary layer thickness at the point
of injection Influence the film cooling effectiveness.
The film cooling effectiveness is plotted against the
distance downstream of injection X/D at fixed values of
the lateral position. The small inset on these
figures contains a cross-plot of the film cooling
effectiveness against lateral position at fixed values
of the distance downstream.
The trends observed on these plots are similar to
those observed in other investigations for injection
through a single hole (16-19). Along the centerline
(Z/D=0), the film cooling effectiveness decreases in .
the downstream direction as the Jet temperature ,
decreases due to spreading and mixing with the main
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flow. At lateral locations beyond the Initial width
of the Jet, the film cooling effectiveness first
increases with distance downstream due to spreading of
the Jet before then decreasing as the jet mixes with
the main flow.
The centerllne film cooling effectiveness is
plotted against the blowing rate M at four downstream
locations on Figure 26. The effectiveness first
increases with blowing rate, reaches maximum in the
range M=0.4-0.5 and then decreases as the blowing rate
is further Increased. The behavior of these curves is
controlled by two effects. Afl the blowing rate is
increased, the amount of enthalpy contained in the Jet
is increased. When the Jet remains near the wall, the
effectiveness therefore increases as Figure 26 shows
for small values of M. At blowing rates greater than
0.5, an increase in the blowing rate increases the
penetration of the Jet into the main flow, resulting
in a decrease in the film cooling effectiveness.
Results from (1?) are included on Figures 22 and
26 along with results from the present investigation.
Agreement is quite good with both sets of data varying
with X/D, Z/D and K in the same way. However, the
results of (17) fall a few percent below those of the
present study. It is unlikely that the difference is
due to the wall conduction correction that is applied
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to the present data or to differences In the boundary
layer thickness at the point of injection, since the
wall conduction correction is smaller than the
difference between the two seta of results and the
thicker boundary layer in the present Investigation is
expected to give a value of the film cooling effective-
ness that is lower than that found in (1?) rather than
the higher value that is observed.
2. Keat Transfer Coefficient
The heat transfer coefficient downstream of
injection of heated (Tg-T^ S^S c) and unheated
(T?=rT ) air Jets is presented on Figures 27-48 for
different values of the blowing rate. The large
number of figures are a result of varying injection
temperature, Reynolds number and wall heat flux at
most blowing rates. The heat transfer coefficient h0ci
la defined using the difference between the wall
temperature and adiabatic wall temperature as in
equation 2 for heated injection. For unheated
injection the adiabatic wall temperature equals the
free stream temperature TQO and the temperature
difference used to calculate ha is TW-TO0. The heat
transfer coefficient h_ is normalized by the heat
ot
transfer coefficient ho measured at the same location
in the test section and with the same free stream
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velocity, but without secondary injection. ha ie a
function of both X and Z; h0 varies with X only. The
ratio h /h la plotted against the distance downstream
a o
of injection X/D at fixed values of the lateral
position Z/D. The small inset on each figure presents
a croesplot of hfl/ho against Z/D at fixed values of
X/D.
Data at a blowing rate K=C.1 are presented on
Figures 27 and 28. Injection at this low blowing rate
has little effect on the heat transfer coefficient
near the hole. Further downstream, (X/D>10), the
heat transfer coefficient in the region Z/D=0.25-0.75
increases to approximately 10$ higher than the flat
plate value. The heat transfer coefficient on the
centerllne la slightly lower than near the edge of
the Jet where a great deal of interaction occurs
between the Jet and the mainstream. For Z/D>1.0,
injection has little effect on the heat transfer
coefficient* There is good agreement between data for
heated injection (Figure 27) and for unheated injection
(Figure 28).
Data at a blowing rate M=0.2 are presented on
Figures 29-32 for heated and unheated injection at
different values of q and ReD. All figures show the
same basic trends, however, the magnitude of the heat
transfer coefficient varies somewhat from figure to
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figure. The heat transfer coefficient la observed to
be a maximum near the edge of the Jet where large
eddies were observed in the flow visualization
experiments and Is slightly lower on the centerllne as
It was for M=0.1. Maximum values are approximately
12$ higher than the flat plate value for RepsO.45 x
105 (Figures 29,30 and 32) and 14-16$ higher for Re^
0.87 x 10 (Figure 31). The Influence of the Jet on
the heat transfer coefficient Is spread over a
slightly wider area for M=0.2 than for M=0.1 and the
heat transfer coefficient Is slightly lower than the
flat plate value for 2/D>1.25. Figure 30 shows the
heat transfer coefficient'determined at a heat flux of
0.246 W/cm2 to be 1-2# higher than that on Figure 29
where the wall heat flux Is lower. The difference Is
probably due to experimental uncertainty as the
Appendix shows that uncertainties are less at higher
heat fluxes where the difference between the wall
temperature and adlabatic wall temperature is greater
and errors due to conduction within the wall are smaller
when compared to this temperature difference. The run
with unheated injection (Figure 32) and the run with
heated injection at the same wall heat flux (Figure 29)
agree within 1-2$ with neither run being consistently
higher or lower than the other. Trends observed in the
run with a higher free stream velocity and thus at a
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higher Reynolds number (Figure 31) are similar to
those at the lower Reynolds number but the magnitude
of the heat transfer coefficient is slightly higher.
Data at a blowing rate M=0.5 are presented on
Figures 33-36. The maximum heat transfer coefficient
is seen to be 24-26$ higher than the value without
injection near the hole (X/D=2.?4). This maximum
occurs near the edge of the Jet (Z/D~0.5) with the
centerllne value being 2-4$ lower. Near the hole, the
heat transfer coefficient in the region 0<Z/D<0.75
decreases quite rapidly in the downstream direction;
its value lies in the range 12-15$ greater than flat
plate values at X/D=10 and then decreases slowly with
X/D. At downstream locations the heat transfer
coefficient is approximately 10-12$ higher than the
value without injection for Z/D in the range 0-1.0.
Injection has little effect on the heat transfer
coefficient at this blowing rate for Z/O2.0. Heat
transfer coefficients determined at the higher heat
flux (Figure 34) are seen to be 2-3$ higher than those
at the low heat flux (Figure 33). The run at the
higher Reynolds number (Figure 35) is not significantly
different from Figures 33 and 34. The run with unheated
injection (Figure 36) is similar to those with heated
injection (Figures 33 and 34).
Since the ratio of the density of the injected gas
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to the mainstream density is different for heated
injection (f^ j^Pocr0*85) and unneated injection
(PZ/PO/TT^ } » *^e no'mentum flux ratio I ie different and
the jet path may also be somewhat different. A run
with unheated injection that corresponds to the same
value of I as heated injection at M=0.5 la therefore
included, on Figure 37. The blowing rate for this run
is 0.54. Since this blowing rate is not much different
from that on Figures 33,34 and 36 (-^ //bo la s1iill
close to unity for heated injection), the results are
similar and it is not possible to tell if the
comparison between heated and unheated injection is
better if conducted at like values of M or I.
Data at a blowing rate M=1.0 are presented on
Figures 38-41. The maximum heat transfer coefficient
is now located at the centerline rather than at the
edge of the Jet as was observed at lower blowing
rates. Its magnitude is as much as 35$ greater than
5
the value without injection for Rejj=0.45 x 10 . This
maximum decreases to approximately \1% by X/D=10 and
14$ by X/D=18f remaining approximately constant at
greater downstream distances. At downstream locations
(18<X/D<35) the heat transfer coefficient is seen to
be nearly constant for Z/D<1.5. It decreases to a
value- 4-6$ higher than the value without injection at
Z/D=2.5. Results on Figure 39 with a higher heat flux
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are approximately 2% higher than those at a lower heat
flux (Figure 38) aa in earlier teats. Near the hole,
results at a higher Reynolds number (Figure 40,
c
Re =0.87 x 10 ) are 2-3$ higher than those at ReD=0.45
x 10^ on the centerline and lower for Z/D>1.0.
Results at the two different Reynolds numbers are
similar at downstream locations. The heat transfer
coefficient determined with unheated injection at
M=1.0 (Figure 41) is similar to that found on Figures
38 and 39 for heated injection at the same blowing
rate. The heat transfer coefficient for unheated
injection at the same value of I as heated injection
for M=1.0 is shown on Figure 42. Results on this
figure do not differ from those on Figures 38,39 or 41
by an amount significant enough to draw any conclusions
as to whether comparison between heated and unheated
injection is better at similar values of M or I.
Results for heated and unheated injection at
M=1.5 are shown on Figures 43 and 44 respectively.
Trends on both figures are similar to those observed
at M=1.0. The maximum (centerline at this M) heat
transfer coefficient is approximately 40$ higher than
the value without injection near the hole, decreasing
rapidly with X/D to X/D?s18 and then remaining
approximately 10$ above the flat plate value. Results
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for unboated injection are slightly higher than those
for heated injection.
Figures 45=4? contain measurements with heated
and unheated Jets at M=2.0. Data on these plots
behave in the same way as at M=1.0 and 1.5 except that
the maximum (centerline at this M) heat transfer
coefficient is approximately 42-44<£ higher than the
value without injection near the hole. Results from
the run with the higher heat flux (Figure 46) are
approximately 2% higher than those with a lower heat
flux (Figure 45). Data for heated and unheated
injection at M=2.0 are similar. Since the Jets
penetrate into the free stream at this blowing rate,
there are no steep temperature gradients within the
associated with these gradients disappear. Uncertain-
ties for heated and unheated injection are now
approximately the same and agreement between the two
sets of results is good. Results on Figure 48 for
unheated injection at the same value of I as heated
injection at M=2.0 are not significantly different
from those observed for both heated and unheated
injection at M=2.0.
The heat transfer results are summarized on
Figure 49. The maximum (not always at the centerline
as mentioned above) heat transfer coefficient at a
"
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fixed value of X/D Is plotted against the blowing rate
at three different downstream locations. Near the
hole, Injection has little effect on the heat transfer
coefficient at low values of M. A strong effect
appears as M is Increased, the maximum heat transfer
coefficient near the hole (X/Ds:2.74) being approximately
35$ higher than the value without Injection at M=1.0
and 40-45$ above the value without injection at M=2.0.
These high values of the heat transfer coefficient are
probably due to the high turbulence level that arises
from the Interaction between the Jet and main flow
near the point of Injection. It was observed earlier
(Figure 15) that very large eddies result from this
interaction. References (20) and (21) report the
turbulence intensity to be as high as 60% In this
region for blowing rates greater than 1.0.
The maximum heat transfer coefficient decreases
quite rapidly in the downstream direction. At
X/D=7.33, the maximum heat transfer coefficient ie in
the range 15-20$. greater than the value without
injection for M^il.O. Turbulence intensities have
decreased to 15-20$ at this location (20,21). The
maximum heat transfer coefficient decreases slowly in
the downstream direction from this point on. For all
but the lowest blowing rate at which tests were
conducted (M=0.1), Its magnitude lies in the range
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1C-15/S above flat plate values at X/B=35.44.
References (20) and (21) show the turbulence Intensity
to be slightly less than 10$ at X/Et26.24 for M=1 and
2.
Near the point of injection, values of the heat
transfer coefficient with injection that are higher
than those without injection are due to the large
eddies and high turbulence levels that result from
interaction between the Jet and mainstream. The 10-15$
increase in the heat transfer coefficient with
injection over that without injection that is observed
at downstream locations is not easily explained.
Secondary Injection increases the mass flow through
the test section by approximately \.\% for M=1 and
"•272^ ""ror~Jfc2"i ResultTng increases in the heat transfer
coefficient due to these increased mass flows are only
approximately 0.8$ and 1.7$ respectively. If it is
assumed that injection destroys the boundary layer
approaching the heaters and a new one starts to grow at
the start of heating, the Increase in the heat transfer
coefficient is approximately 1-2$ at X/D=20 and less
than ^% at X/D=40. Attempts to find an effective
starting point for turbulent boundary layer growth
downstream of the start of heating yield a heat transfer
coefficient with injection that varies from approximately
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\5% above the value without Injection at X/D=10 to 2%
greater than the value without Injection at X/D=4o
rather than the nearly constant value that la observed
In this range of X/D. Mean velocity profiles In (21)
and (22) show the boundary layer with Injection at
M=1 to be thinner than that without injection as far
downstream as X/D=26.24. The higher wall shear stress
in the thinner boundary layer Is in agreement with the
Increased heat transfer coefficient that is observed
with injection at downstream locations. However, this
higher heat transfer coefficient at downstream
locations can not be calculated on the basis of a new
turbulent flat plate boundary layer that starts to
grow at or downstream of injection.
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Is at the edge of the Jet rather than at the centerline
(Z/D=0) as at higher blowing rates. The Jet remains
near the wall at these low blowing rates and the main
flow interacts with' the Jet at its sides and above it.
The high turbulence resulting from interaction between
the main flow and sides of the Jet causes the maximum
heat transfer coefficient to be at the sides of the
Jet. At higher blowing rates, the Jet penetrates into
the main flow permitting the mainstream to flow around
and under the Jet. Interaction between the jet and
mainstream now also occurs between the Jet and the wall
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and the heat transfer coefficient on the centerline Is
no longer lower than at lateral positions.
At a given value of the blowing rate M, the heat
transfer coefficient measured with heated injection
and a higher value of the wall heat flux is usually
observed to be approximately 2$ higher than that
determined with heated Injection at a lower wall heat
flux. This difference is within the uncertainty in
the heat transfer coefficient as shown in the Appendix.
With the exception of M=2.0, the heat transfer
coefficient determined with unheated injection at the
lower wall heat flux is usually 1-2$ higher than that
measured with heated injection at the eame heat flux.
This difference is also less than the uncertainty given
Uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient for
unheated Injection la less than that for heated
injection since temperature gradients within the test
surface are not as great as for heated injection.
Uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient Is also
less for measurements at the higher heat flux. The
measurements with heated injection and a low wall heat
flux are therefore probably not quite as accurate as
those with unheated injection or heated injection and
a higher wall heat flux.
Density ratios for heated (-p2/-Poo=0*^  and
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unheated Cp2 /Poo=1) injection are similar enough to
give practically the same results when heated and
unheated injection are compared at the same value of
either M or I. It is therefore not possible to say
from these results whether the results should be
applied at like values of M or I when density ratios
significantly different from 1 are used.
C. 35 Degree Injection
In the previous section it is shown that the heat
transfer coefficient with heated and unheated injection
are almost Identical. Since it is easier (and also
more accurate as shown In the Appendix) to determine
the heat transfer coefficient with unheated Injection
where It Is not necessary to measure the adlabatic wall
temperature, this mode of operation is used for the
bulk of the measurements with 35 degree injection.
Adlabatic wall temperatures corresponding to these
measurements.are included in (18) and (19). Heated
injection is used only for measurements at Rep=0.44 x
c
10 where the adlabatic wall temperature has not been
previously measured for a row of holes.
1. Film Cooling Effectiveness
Figures 50-52 contain film cooling effectiveness
distributions at RejjsO.44 x 105 for M=C.2, 0.5 and 1.
The trends on these figures are similar to those
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observed in (18) and (19) and for normal Injection.
The dashed line on each figure shows the centerline
film cooling effectiveness before the correction for
conduction within the wall that is described In the
Appendix is applied. This correction Is largest on
the centerline. The correction Is significant for
injection through this diameter tube (D=1.18cm) and
should be taken Into consideration in the region near
the hole. The correction is not important for the
larger diameter tube used for normal injection because
the thickness of the wall relative to the tube diameter
is smaller for the larger tube.
The centerline film cooling effectiveness is
plotted against the blowing rate M on Figure 53. Data
wnicn trie wan conduction
correction similar to and of the same order of
magnitude as that described in the Appendix is applied
are also included. Trends in the two sets of data are
similar, each displaying a peak between M=0.4 and C...5.
but the magnitudes differ. The film cooling effective-
ness for injection at 35 degrees thus seems to be
Influenced by the Reynolds number and/or boundary
layer thickness at the point of injection. Such an
effect was not observed for normal injection (Figure
26) where the eenterline film cooling effectiveness Is
seen to vary only with M and not with Rer or d^ /D in
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the limited range of Re^ and c$^ /D that was studied.
Variation of the film cooling effectiveness with
Reynolds number and boundary layer thickness at the
point of Injection for Injection through a single
tube at 35 degrees Is explained on the basis of the
boundary layer thickness at the point of Injection In
(18) and (19). When the boundary layer at the point
of Injection is thin, the Jet encounters a greater
force upon leaving the Injection tube than for a
thicker boundary layer and is turned faster, remaining
closer to the wall and increasing the film cooling
effectiveness. The film cooling effectiveness there-
fore decreases as the boundary layer thickness at the
point of injection Increases. The centerllne film
cjoolJ..ng._eff.ectjLve.ne.s.a_i.a__plAt_tjsjfl._ag.ai.nat_the. -dl.s.pi.a.e.e*
ment boundary layer thickness at the point of injection
normalized by the hole diameter on Figure 54. Since
no difference was found between centerline values of
the film cooling effectiveness for injection through a
single hole and through a row of holes spaced at three
diameter intervale for M^1.0 in (18) and (19), both
single hole results and results for a row of holes are
included on this figure. Data from the present
investigation (6o/D^ 0.15) does not follow the trend
described earlier but is greater than some of the
results in which d^ /D is smaller. This is because of
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Reynolds number variations within the data on the
figure. The dlmenslonless boundary layer thickness in
(16-19) is varied by changing the free stream velocity
or the hole diameter and le thus not Independent of
the Reynolds number. Since an additional boundary
layer trip is used in the wind tunnel for the present
investigation, the boundary layer is thicker than that
used in (16-19) at similar values of the free stream
velocity. When the variation of the centerline film
cooling effectiveness with c£!/D is observed at a single
value of the Reynolds number, data from this investiga-
tion and results from (16-19) agree, showing the film
cooling effectiveness to decrease as c£//D is increased.
The decrease Is not as great at the larger values of
(19). Figure 54 also indicates that the film cooling
effectiveness seems to Increase with Reynolds number
ReD but it is difficult to determine the amount of the
increase with the limited amount of data on the figure.
If anything, one might expect the opposite effect
because of greater mixing at higher Reynolds numbers.
An investigation which permits Independent variation of
the Reynolds number and boundary layer thickness over
a wider range than is done here is necessary to better
determine the Influence of these parameters on the film
cooling process.
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2. Heat Transfer Coefficient
The heat transfer coefficient downstream of
injection through a row of holes at an angle of 35
degrees to the main flow Is presented on Figures 55-66
for different values of the blowing rate and Reynolds
number. The holes are spaced at three diameter
intervals across the span.
Results for blowing rates M=0.1 and 0.2 are
presented on Figures 55-58. Figure 55 shows that
injection has little effect on the heat transfer
coefficient for M=0.1. The local heat transfer
coefficient never differs from the value without
injection by more than 5$. Figure 56 shows the heat
transfer coefficient for M=0.2 to be less than the
f-i'&t~~pju£~u~£~~VSiu5~~eit"~jRoT}=G~«~2'5 X' ~i~w ~.x lie" "iTSei i*~r 't'l^tt'iisT tTF
coefficient does not vary much across the span. At
c
ReD=0.44 x 10 , the centerline heat transfer coefficient
is somewhat less than between holes near the point of
injection. At downstream locations, it does not vary
much across the span. In general, the heat transfer
coefficient at ReD=0.44 x 105 (Figures 57 and 58) Is
approximately ~5% higher than at the lower Reynolds
number (Figure 56). Results for heated (Figure 56)
injection give similar values of the heat transfer
coefficient as unheated (Figure 57) injection. The
effect of injection on heat transfer at M=0.1 and 0.2
5?
is seen to be less for injection through a row of
holes at 35° than for normal injection through a single
tube where the heat transfer coefficient -was observed
to be as much as 10-15$ greater than the flat plate
value at these blowing rates.
Figures 59 and 60 show the heat transfer coefficient
with unheated injection at M=C.5 to be lower on the
centerllne (Z/D=0) than between holes where the Jets
interact with the main flow. For ReD=0.44 x 10 , the
heat transfer coefficient varies from approximately
10$ lower to about 3$ above the value without injection.
For RejpO.44 x 1C , results are about J>% higher than
those at the lower Reynolds number. Results for
heated injection (Figure 61) are similar to those for
"urineatea injection at M=o.t> except for the region
immediately downstream of the hole (Figure 60) where
centerline results for heated injection are higher.
Results for M=0.99 are presented on Figures 62-64.
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For unheated injection at Re.w=0s44 x 1C (Figure 63) >
the heat transfer coefficient on the centerline
decreases from a value that is approximately 1C$
greater than the flat plate value and nearly constant
across the span to a value approximately 4-5$ below
the value without injection for X/D>30. At downstream
locations, the heat transfer coefficient between holes
where the Jets Interact with each other and with the
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main flow is approximately 15-20$ greater than the
centerllne value. The heat transfer coefficient at a
c
lower Reynolds number (Figure 62, Rep=0.22 x 10 ) is
approximately k% lower than the heat transfer
coefficient for RepsO.44 x 10 (Figure 63). Results
for heated injection (Figure 64) are greater than
those for unheated injection (Figure 63). The
difference varies from approximately 6% near the hole
to approximately 2% at downstream locations.
Figures 65 and 66 contain results at blowing rates
M=1.45 and 1.94 respectively. The centerline heat
transfer coefficient behaves in the same way as for
M=C.99, decreasing from a value that is nearly constant
across the span. The heat transfer coefficient between
holes Increases rapidly in the downstream direction,
reaching a maximum at X/D=20-25 and then decreasing.
At M=1.45, the heat transfer coefficient achieves a
maximum value (occurring at Z/D^ 1 ) about 22$ higher
than without injection. For M=1.94, this maximum
(also occurring at Z/D^ 1 ) Is approximately J>1% greater
than the flat plate value.
In film cooling applications where the surface to
be cooled is a good heat conductor, conduction within
the wall decreases lateral variations in the wall
temperature and the film cooling effectiveness and heat
transfer coefficient depend primarily on X/D. A heat
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transfer coefficient E. that can be used in thesea
applications is calculated by averaging the wall
temperatures that are used to determine local heat
transfer coefficients
\
TawU/ti) (10)
The bar denotes an average in the lateral direction
only.
^ (X/D) - ~k \ Tw(X/b)7.A>)<J(z/D)
• -J • 11» \
-1.5 (H)
The adlabatlc wall temperature and approximately
constant (variation is due to change of resistance of
heaters with temperature) wall heat flux are averaged
in this same way.
The heat transfer coefficient defined using
laterally averaged wall temperatures is presented on
Figures 6? and 68 for ReD=C.44 x 105 and Re^ pO.22 x 105
respectively. Figure 69 contains a cross plot of this
heat transfer coefficient against the blowing rate M.
Numerical results are included in Table II. Figure 6?
shows that results for M<0.5 do not differ from values
without injection by more than J>% for ReD=0.44 x 10 .
The heat transfer coefficient at the lower Reynolds
number (Figure 68) varies from approximately 6% below
the flat plate value near injection to approximately
3-5$ below the value without injection at downstream
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locations for M=C.2 and 0.5. Differences between
results for heated and unheated Injection are not as
large as the expanded scale on Figure 6? makes them
appear. The heat transfer coefficient for heated
injection is smaller than for unheated Injection by
approximately 1$ for M=C.2 and 1.5$ for M=C,5. These
differences are similar to those that are observed for
normal injection through a single tube and are probably
due the higher uncertainties that are associated with
heated injection.
At M=0.99, the heat transfer coefficient decreases
from approximately 10-12$ above the value without
injection near the hole to 5-6$ above flat plate values
at downstream locations for RepsC.44 x 10 . Figure 69
shows results for Rep=0.22 x 10 to be Approximately
5% lower than those at the higher Reynolds number for
K=0.99. The higher heat transfer coefficient at the
higher Reynolds number is perhaps due to increased
mixing of the secondary flow at the higher Reynolds
number. The heat transfer coefficient determined with
heated injection (_p2/-p oo=c'®5) ls approximately 2%
higher than that found with unheated injection
C-p2/Poo=1 ^  at thls blowlnS rate. For M=0.2 and 0.5 the
heat transfer coefficient with heated injection was
observed to be less than for unheated injection. This
difference was similar to that found for normal
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injection and was attributed to greater uncertainties
in the measurements with heated injection. Since the
Jet is penetrating into the mainstream for M=1, the
increased heat transfer coefficient for heated injection
at this blowing rate could be due to the difference in
the momentum flux ratio I between heated and unheated
injection.
Results at M=1.45 and M=1.94 show that injection
has a significant effect on the heat transfer coefficient
at these larger blowing rates. The heat transfer
coefficient increases in the downstream direction,
reaches a peak at X/D»20 and then decreases as X/D is
further increased. The peak value is about 14$ greater
than the value without injection for M=1.45 and about
21% higher for M=1.94. References (18) and (19) show
the film cooling effectiveness increasing with X/D for
35° injection through a row of holes at M=1.5 and 2.
The Jets penetrate into the main flow at these blowing
rates and the increase in effectiveness is explained as
being the result of spreading of the Jets. The
increase in the heat transfer coefficient can be
explained in the same way. The heat transfer coefficient
increases because of the high turbulence level near the
edges of the Jets that are spreading toward the wall.
The heat transfer coefficient based on the average
(in both the lateral and downstream directions) wall
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temperature IB determed by Metzger and co-workers
(9,10) for injection through a row of holes at an
angle of 60° with the main flow. These results are
shown on Figure 4. Hole spacings of 1.55 and 1.71
diameters are used at blowing rates M=0.25, 0.50, and
0.75. Although the wall temperatures used to calculate
Ka In the present work are averaged only In the lateral
direction, Ea can be compared with the results of (9)
and (10) at low blowing rates where hft does not vary
much in the downstream direction. The results of (9)
and (10) are a few percent above flat plate values at
M=0.25, results on Figures 67 and 68 for M=C.2 are
5
3-5# below flat plate values at ReD=0.22 x 10 and
approximately equal to the value without injection for
5
ReD=:e.44 x 10 . The small difference between the
results could be due to the difference In blowing rates,
different Reynolds numbers or the different injection
geometries. .For M=C.5, the heat transfer coefficients
of (9) and (10) decrease from approximately 25^ above
the flat plate value near the hole to approximately
10$ above the value without injection at X/85^ 65 (X/s
=65 corresponds to X/D=29.8 for 1.71 diameter spacing
and X/D=33 for 1.55 diameter spacing). The large
difference between these results and results on Figures
67 and 68 which fall a few percent below the value
without injection may be due to differences in geometry
or increased pass flow In the mainstream due to
secondary Injection. The larger Injection angle would
Increase Interaction between the Jet and mainstream
and the smaller hole spacinga should increase inter-
action between neighboring Jets. Both of these effects
would tend to increase the heat transfer coefficient.
For M=0.5, secondary injection apparently Increases
the mainstream flow rate in (9) and (10) by 5-10^ .
This additional mass flow could increase the heat
transfer coefficient by 4-8$.
3. Single Hole
The heat transfer coefficient downstream of 35°
injection through a single hole Is presented on
Figures 70-73 for M=0.5, 0.97, 1.46, and 1.95. At a
blowing rate M=0.5, there is little difference between
results for a single hole (Figure 70) and for a row of
holes with 3 diameter spaclngs (Figure 59). At M=1.0,
centerline results are similar for the single hole
(Figure 71) and the row (Figure 62), but heat transfer
coefficients between holes are higher for the row than
those at the same lateral distance from the single jet.
At blowing rates M-1.5 and 2.0, results for the row of
holes (Figures 65 and 66) are much greater than those
for Injection through a single hole (Figures 72 and
73). Interaction between adjacent Jets thus causes
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larger heat transfer coefficients even near the hole
at blowing rates above M=0.5.
Comparison of Figures 36 and 70 for M^O.5,
Figures 41 and 71 for M~1, Figures 44 and 72 for
M~1.5 and Figures 47 and 73 for Ms?2 shows the heat
transfer coefficient for 35° injection through a
single hole to be smaller than for normal injection
through a single hole. Figure 49 which summarizes
heat transfer results for normal injection shows the
heat transfer coefficient to be 15-20$ greater than
the value without injection at X/D=7.33 and 1C-15$
greater than the flat plate value at X/D=35.44 for
M>0.5. The heat transfer coefficient for 35 degree
injection through a single tube is less than 13$
greater than the value without injection for X/D~7
and less than 4$ greater than the flat plate value
for X/D^ 35. For blowing rates M=1.45 and 1.95, the
heat transfer coefficient at X/Dc^ 80 for 35° injection
through a single tube is less than the value at this
location without injection. These large differences
in the heat transfer results between 90° and 35°
injection through a single hole, especially at the
higher blowing rates, are probably due to the different
ways in which the jets Interact with the mainstream.
The Jet injected at 35 has a velocity component in
the direction of the main flow; the jet injected
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normal to the mainstream has no initial velocity
component in the direction of main flow. There la
therefore more interaction between the normally
injected jet and the mainstream, resulting in higher
turbulence levels and a higher heat transfer coefficient
than for 35° injection. This effect is In agreement
with film cooling effectiveness results of (17) where
lower effectiveness values and increased spreading of
the Jet for normal injection when compared to 35
injection are attributed to greater interaction between
the Jet and mainstream for normal Injection.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
Normal Injection
The centerllne (Z/D=0) film cooling effectiveness
for normal Injection decreases In the downstream
direction because the Jet temperature decreases due to
spreading and mixing with the main flow. At lateral
locations beyond the initial width of the Jet, the
film cooling effectiveness first increases with
distance downstream due to spreading of the Jet before
then decreasing as the Jet mixes with the main flow.
Variation of the centerline film cooling effectiveness
with blowing rate M at four downstream locations is
shown on Figure 26. The effectiveness first Increases
with blowing rate, reaches a maximum in the range
M=0.4-C.5 and then decreases as the blowing rate is
further Increased. For M CO.A-0.5, the Jet remains
near the wall and the film cooling effectiveness
Increeses as the relative enthalpy contained within
the Jet increases with M. At blowing rates greater
*
than 0.5, an Increase in the blowing rate Increases
the penetration of the Jet into the main flow,
resulting in a decrease in the film cooling effective-
ness. The increasing Jet penetration with blowing
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rate IB shown on the photographs on Figure 15. Agree-
ment between the film cooling effectiveness measured
In this Investigation and the results of (1?) is good.
Comparison of the results of (1?) with those of the
present Investigation (Figure 26) does not show a
significant variation of the film cooling effectiveness
with Reynolds number ReD or dimensionless boundary
layer thickness at the point of injection c5£/D over
the limited range of these parameters for which results
are available.
Heat transfer results for normal injection are
summarized on Figure 49 where the maximum heat transfer
coefficient (not at the centerline for M<L0.5 but near
the edge of the Jet), at three fixed downstream
locations is plotted against the blowing rate. Near
the hole, Injection has little effect on heat transfer
for M=0.1. At blowing rates 0.1 and 0.2, the heat
transfer coefficient Is observed to be less than the
value without Injection at times. A strong effect
appears as M Is Increased, the maximum heat transfer
coefficient near the hole (X/D=2.74) being approximately
35/» higher than the value without injection at M=1.0
and 4c-45^  above the value without injection at K=2.0.
These high values of the heat transfer coefficient are
probably due to the high turbulence level that arises
from interaction between the Jet and main flow near the
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point of injection. Results of flow visualization
(Figure 15) show that very large eddies and vortices
are caused by this interaction. References (20) and
(21) report the turbulence Intensity to be aa high as
60$ in this region for blowing rates greater than
14=1.0.
The maximum heat transfer coefficient decreases
quite rapidly with downstream position (cf. Figure 47)
and then levels off. At X/D=7.33 the maximum heat
transfer coefficient is in the range 15-20$ greater
than the value without injection for M^I.O. At X/D=
35.44, the maximum heat transfer coefficient lies in
the range 10-15$ above the flat plate value for M^O.2.
This 1C-15/£ increase in the heat transfer coefficient
over that without injection is not as easily explained
as the increased values near the hole. Turbulence
intensities (20,21) have decreased to 15-20$ at X/D^»7
and to approximately 10$ at X/D^ 26 for M=1 and 2.
Increased heat transfer due to the increased mass flow
in the test section caused by injection is calculated
to be less than 1.7$. Mean velocity profiles in (21)
and (22) show the boundary layer with injection at M=1
to be thinner than that without injection as far
downstream as X/D=26.24. The higher wall shear stress
In the thinner boundary layer Is in agreement with the
increased heat transfer coefficient that Is observed at
downstream locations. However, this higher heat
transfer coefficient at downstream locations cannot be
calculated on the basis of a new turbulent flat plate
boundary layer that starts at or downstream of
Injection.
For M^0.5, the maximum heat transfer coefficient
la at the edge of the Jet rather than at the centerllne
(Z/D=0) as at higher blowing rates (cf. Figure 32). The
Jet remains near the wall at these low blowing rates
and the main flow Interacts with the Jet at Its sides
and above It. The high turbulence resulting from
Interaction between the main flow and sides of the Jet
causes the maximum heat transfer coefficient to be at
the sides of the Jet. At higher blowing rates, the
Jet penetrates Into the main flow permitting the main-
stream to flow around and under the Jet. Interaction
between the Jet and mainstream now also occurs between
the Jet and the wall and the heat transfer coefficient
on the centerllne is no longer lower than at lateral
positions (cf. Figure 41).
Variations of the heat transfer coefficient with
Reynolds number, wall heat flux and Injection temper-
ature for normal Injection are within the uncertainty
of the experiment. Density ratios for heated (^ 2^ -foo
=0.85) and unheated (-20-^ injection are similar
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enough to give practically the same results when
heated and unheated Injection are compared at the same
value of either M or I. It IB therefore not possible
to say from these results whether the results should
be applied at like values of M or I or some combination
of these parameters when density ratios significantly
different from 1 are used.
35 Degree Injection
The film cooling effectiveness for 35° Injection
through a row of holes varies with X/D, Z/D and M in a
similar manner as for normal Injection through a single
tube for M<1. Comparison of effectiveness values with
results from (18) and (19) indicate that the film
cooling effectiveness also varies with Reynolds number
and boundary layer thickness at the point of injection
(unlike the normal injection results cited above).
Figure 54 shows that the centerline film cooling
effectiveness decreases as the boundary layer thickness
at the point of injection is increased. When the
boundary layer at the point of injection is thin, the
Jet encounters a greater force upon leaving the
injection tube than for a thicker boundary layer and
is turned faster, remaining closer to the wall and
increasing the film cooling effectiveness. This effect,
as would be expected, seems most important at M£=.'0.5
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which Is the blowing rate where penetration of the Jet
begins to be important.
The film cooling effectiveness seems to increase
with Reynolds number Re^ (of. Figure 54). If anything,
one might expect the opposite effect because of greater
mixing at higher Reynolds numbers.
The heat transfer coefficient for 35 degree
injection through a single hole is observed to be
smaller than for normal injection. Whereas the heat
transfer coefficient for normal injection (cf. Figure
49) is observed to be 15-20^  greater than the value
without injection at X/D«^ 7 and 1C-15^ greater than
the flat plate value at X/D^ 35 for VL^C.5, the heat
transfer coefficient for injection through a single
35° tube (cf. Figure 73) is less than \J>% greater than
the value without injection at X/D?^ 7 and less than *\%
greater than the flat plate value for X/D~35. The
Jet injected at 35° has a velocity component in the
direction of main flow; the jet injected normal to the
mainstream has no initial velocity component in the
direction of main flow. There is therefore mere inter-
action between the normally injected Jet and the
mainstream, resulting in higher turbulence levels and
a higher heat transfer coefficient than for 35 degree
injection. This effect is in agreement with film
cooling results of (17) where lower effectiveness
'• - ' •
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values and Increased spreading of the Jet for normal
injection when compared to 35 degree Injection are
attributed to greater Interaction between the Jet and
mainstream for normal Injection.
There la little difference between the heat
transfer coefficient for 35° Injection through a
single hole and 35° injection through a row of holes
spaced at three diameter intervals across the span for
M=C.5 (Figures 59 and 70). At M=1.0, centerllne heat
transfer results are similar for the single hole and
row, but heat transfer for the row is higher between
holes than at the same lateral distance from the
single Jet (Figures 62 and 71). At M=1.5 and 2, heat
transfer results for the row of holes are much higher
than those for injection through a single hole at all
lateral positions (e.g. Figures 66 and 73). Inter-
action between adjacent Jets and between the Jeta and
the mainstream thus increases heat transfer at blowing
rates above M=0.5. A similar effect was observed in
(18) and (19) where interaction between Jets increased
the film cooling effectiveness at blowing rates greater
than 1.
The influence of Injection on heat transfer for
35° injection through a row of holes is much smaller
than for normal injection through a single hole at
blowing rates M<!0.5. The local heat transfer
.' 73 .
coefficient for normal injection ie observed to be as
much as 10-15$ greater than the value without injection
for M=C.1 and C.2 and as much as 25$ greater than the
value without injection for M=C.5 (cf. Figure 49).
The local heat transfer coefficient for 35° injection
through a row of holes does not exceed the flat plate
value by more than 5$ at these blowing, rates (cf.
Figure 66); the heat transfer coefficient based on the
laterally averaged temperature difference ranges from
approximately 5$ below to approximately 2% above the
value without injection at these blowing rates (cf.
Figures 6? and 68). At downstream locations (X/D>35),
the heat transfer coefficient for 35° injection through
a row of holes varies by less than 1% across the span
for M=C. 1 and C.2. The heat, transfer coefficient is
observed to vary by as much as 13$ across the span for
M=0.5, the values being higher between holes than -on
the centerllne.
At blowing rates M=1, 1.5 and 2, the heat transfer
coefficient Is observed to vary by as much as 20$ in
the lateral direction for 35° injection through the
row of holes (eg. Figures 63,65, and 66). The heat
transfer coefficient Is greatest between holes where
the Jets interact with the mainstream and with each
other. At blowing rates M=1.5 and 2, the heat transfer
coefficient based on laterally averaged wall temperatures
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first increased in the downstream direction, reaches a
maximum value at X/D^ 20 and then decreases with X/D
(cf. Figures 67 and 68). The Jets penetrate into the
free stream at these blowing rates and then spread
toward the wall. The heat transfer coefficient
increases with X/D for X/D <L20 because of the high
turbulence level riear the edges of the Jets that are
spreading toward the wall.
The heat transfer coefficient for 35° injection
through the row of holes at Rejj=0.44 x 10 . is
5
approximately 3-5$ higher than at Rej-pO.22 x 10 . The
higher heat transfer coefficient at the higher
Reynolds number is perhaps due to Increased mixing of
the secondary flow at the higher Reynolds number.
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APPENDIX
Data Analysis and Uncertainty Estimates
Equation 2 In the Introduction Is used to
determine the heat transfer coefficient.
The local heat flux from the wall to the flow q Is
calculated from the electrical power Input to the wall;
temperatures T,r and T0_, are measured with a thermo-W etW . . ^ .
couple as shown on Figure 10. Corrections are applied
to consider errors in q. T a n d T . that arise due to
W , CLVr
heat fluxes within the system. Uncertainties are
evaluated by the method of Kline and McLlntock (30) in
which the uncertainty in an expression is calculated
from the square root of the sum of the squares of the
uncertainties of the separate terms within the
expression.
The local wall heat flux Is considered to be the
average heat generated within a heater minus heat flux
corrections for radiation from the surface of the
heater and conduction out the back of the test surface.
Thus,
8C
The heat generation term is calculated from the
electrical current 1 to the heater and the resistance
R and the surface area A of the heater.
1 Is measured by a shunt that is calibrated to 6.5^ .
Since 1 appears In equation A. 3 to the second power,
the uncertainty In q_ due to 1 is twice the uncertainty
45
in 1 or \%. A is known within 0.25$. Changes in
resistance of the heaters with temperature are
considered by correcting the average resistance of
the 18 heaters at 20° C to the measured temperature at
each thermocouple to get R at that point. The varia-
tion of R due to temperature variations within the
test surface is less than 2%. This variation is not
considered to be an uncertainty since R is calculated
at each thermocouple, however, the heat generated
within the test surface and thus the wall heat flux
varies from being constant by less than 2%. The
standard deviation of the resistance of the individual
heaters at 20°C is approximately 1$ for both sets of
heaters that are used. The uniformity of the heater
material is checked by a small probe that measures the
voltage drop between the two points approximately 1 cm
apart when a current is passed through the heater.
With the exception of the area where the buss bars are
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soldered to the heater, these measurements indicate
that the local resistance of the material is also
uniform within 1$. Resistance of the heaters at 20°C
and thus R is therefore assumed to be known within ^%.
The term for heat lose due to radiation from the
surface Is calculated using the following equation.
(A. A)
The emittance of the stainless steel surface is assumed
to be 0.12. This term is typically about 1$ of the
heat generation term.
One-dimensional heat flow through a composite
slab is assumed to calculate the heat loss due to
conduction from the back of the heater. The largest
value that this term assumes is 0.4$ of the heat
generation term.
The lateral temperature distribution in the test
surface without Injection is shown on Figure 12(b).
Since this distribution is very flat across the center
portion of the surface where measurements are conducted,
heat losses out the sides of the test section are
neglected. Lateral and axial conduction within the
test surface are considered when correcting the wall
temperature measurement rather than the local heat
flux.
It is difficult to estimate how accurate the
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corrections described above are/ For example,
different sources list values of the eralttance of
stainless steel that vary by as much as 5C$. It Is
also difficult to tell how accurate the one-dimensional
heat flow model predicts heat loss by conduction. The
correction terms, which are always applied to the heat
flux, are therefore assumed to be accurate to 50^ . The
uncertainty in the wall heat flux term due to the
radiation correction is then C.5# and that due to
conduction from the back of the test surface is 0.2$.
The individual uncertainties within the wall heat
flux term are listed on Table A.I. Their combined
effect is a 1.5$ uncertainty in the wall heat flux.
Corrections are applied to the measured wall
temperature to take heat loss through thermocouple
leads and heat flux within the test surface into
account. The wall temperature is thus
where Ttc is the temperature calculated from the
thermocouple output, AT1w is the correction for conduc-
tion through the thermocouple leads and A.T,.. Is the
Vf C
correction for heat conduction within the test surface.
The thermocouple Junction and heater are separated
by a thin layer of cement. The temperature drop across
this layer is calculated to be approximately 0.01^  of
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Table A.I
Relative Uncertainty Estimates
Wall Heat Flux
Electric current 2c5"l/l .010
Heater resistance <$R/R .010
Heater area cf A/ A .0025
Radiation heat loss correction
cfqp/qsO.5 AqVq .005
Conduction heat loss correction
<fqb_/q=0.5Aqbc/q , -002Combines effect cfft/q .015
Wall Temperature
Calibration and Instrumentation
Thermocouple lead wire correction
d - T ) .0010
Heat flux within test surface
••O-.SAT^ATtc-Too)
Unheated injection
 o
Normal injection 35 injection
.0075 .010
Heated injection
 o
Normal injection 35 injection
X/(D Uncertainty , X/D Uncertainty
2.74 .0125 6.65 .050
18.14 .0075 37.36 .0075
35.44 .0050 71.84 .0075
the difference between the wall temperature and free
stream temperature and is therefore neglected. The
temperature drop across the Textolite sheet in which
the thermocouple is embedded is. calculated to be
approximately 0.1^  of the temperature difference.
Since the thermocouple is located at the top of this
sheet, this temperature drop is also neglected.
The thermocouple calibration curve Is accurate to
C.07$ of the difference between the measured
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temperature and the Ice Junction. TOO (approximately
25°C) la therefore accurate to approximately 0.18°C
and wall temperatures (approximately 42 C) are accurate
to 0.030°C. The instrument that records the thermo-
couple output Is read to 0.02°C. The temperature
difference T, -T__ is therefore accurate to approx-
«C OO .—
imately C
The temperature output by the thermocouple Is
slightly low due to heat loss through the thermocouple
lead wires. The model described by Schneider (31) Is
therefore used to correct the data by the amount AT..
1 -In
This correction is approximately 0.2^  of the temperature
difference T^ -T^ .
In regions where the temperature gradient within
the wall is changing very fast (e.g. near the point of
injection) the wall temperature is Influenced by the
heat flux distribution within the wall. If it Is
assumed that the temperature does not change in the Y
direction within the test surface (the portion of the
wall above the insulation on Figure 10) an energy
balance on an element within this wall yields the
following expression for the temperature error due to
heat conduction within the wall.
2 . .2 . •
O ( 'tc~~TC)OJ o \ "Htc."~TcD/ATwc - -
o ( z / D V (A.6)
The thickness of the test surface is b (b=1.69 mm); h
• : . . • - . • - . . - . . - • : .. . ••-.• - . : • ; - . • 8 5 '
t . • • • . ' • . . - ; . . - ' • • - . - - - ' ' • • " . " '
is the heat transfer coefficient.on the test surface
_(h=0.07-6.2 W/cm -°G). The diameter of. the injection
tubes are 2.35 cm for normal injection and 1.18 cm for
35 injection. Assuming that heat flows in the test
surface as it would for parallel heat flow through a
multilayered slab, k denotes the equivalent thermal
O • • -
conductivity for such a wall.
• k? - -L t k,bx = O. 0055 W/cm_ °C (A.7)1
. • , • i ' ' - ' .' ' I'*™.* ' " ' • ' - . • ' . - " • ' - . . ' - . ' ' i , * 1 '
The subscript 1 varies to include the three materials
in the test surface. For adlabatic wall temperature
measurements, this correction can be applied to the
film cooling effectiveness.
. n'p.[_<5(x/D)2 <Mz/D)zJ (A. 8)
The second derivatives in equations A.6 and A.8 are
evaluated by differentiating least squares second -..
degree polynomials that are fit to sets of five points
in which the point in question, is centered. Note that
these corrections depend rather strongly on the
diameter of the injection tube since the second
derivatives.in equations A.6 and A.8 should be
relatively independent of D. The magnitude of the
correction relative to Tw - T^ can be as high as 2.5/£
for normal injection (D=2.35 cm) and as high as 1C$ for
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35 degree injection (D=1.18cm) near the point of
Injection. The corrections become small at downstream
locations.
The corrections for heat loss through thermocouple
leads and heat flow within the wall are assumed, to be
accurate to 50%. Uncertainties associated with these
corrections along with the uncertainty due to calibra-
tion and Instrumentation are listed on Table A.I.
The uncertainty estimates described above and
listed on Table A.I are now used to determine the
uncertainty in the film cooling effectiveness and heat
transfer coefficient. The method of (30) is used to
combine these uncertainties. Uncertainties that vary
with position are evaluated at centerllne locations
(Z/D=C.O) only.
The uncertainty in the film cooling effectiveness
is given by
*. f / AT2f /ATco \Z ( .f -f
W VTz-TcJ \Ta-TcJ I1 > J J J - (A.9)
Results of this calculation for normal and 35 degree
injection are presented in Table A.II. For normal
injection (D=2.35cm) the uncertainty varies from
approximately 1.4$ near the hole to approximately 0.8$
at downstream locations. For 35 degree injection
(D=1.18cm) it varies from approximately 5$ near the
hole to 1$ at downstream locations. Uncertainties are
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greater for 35 degree injection due to the larger heat
flux correction that la necessary for the smaller
diameter tube.
Table A. II
Film Cooling Effectiveness Uncertainty
(after corrections are applied to data)
Normal Injection 35 Injection
X/D Uncertainty X/D Uncertainty
2.74 .014 6.65 .050
18.14 .010 37.36 .010
35.44 .008 71.84 .010
Uncertainty in the heat transfer coefficient is
given by
z 2. 2. -. .
A Viq _ |~ / ACA / ATw Y / ATay, \ T
ha " L\ S, / VTw-Tow) \Tw-Taw) J- (A. 10)
With no secondary injection, the only rapidly changing
temperature gradients in the test surface are very near
the leading edge of the first heater. Measurements are
not conducted in this area so uncertainty due to heat
flow within the test surface is neglected. The
adiabatic wall temperature is set equal to the free
stream temperature in equation A. 10 and the uncertainty
In the heat transfer coefficient without secondary
injection is found to be approximately 1.6$.
When the secondary flow is not heated, the
difference between the injection temperature and the
free stream temperature is small enough so that the
88
difference between the adiabatic wall temperature and
free, stream temperature Is less than 0.5/6 of the
difference between the heated wall temperature and the
free stream temperature. TQO la therefore used for Tgw
In equation A.10 and the uncertainty In the heat
transfer coefficient Is found to be 1.9/S for normal
Injection and 2.0$ for 35 degree Injection.
Uncertainty estimates for heated Injection are
presented In Table A.III. The uncertainties are high
near the Injection holes because of the rapidly
changing temperature gradients In the wall In this
region. At downstream locations the uncertainties are
similar to those for no Injection and unheated injection.
For normal injection, the high heat flux causes a
larger temperature difference Tw - Taw than the low
heat flux, resulting in greater accuracies near the
injection holes. Uncertainties for 35 degree injection
are greater than those for normal Injection because of
the steeper temperature gradients that the Jets impart
in the test surface with the smaller diameter tubes
that are used for 35 degree injection. At higher
blowing rates, the heated Jets penetrate into the free
stream temperature gradients in the wall are smaller
and uncertainties are similar to those observed for no
injection and unheated injection.
• . • . . . . . . ' • 8 9
Table A.Ill
Heat Transfer Coefficient Uncertainty
(after corrections are applied to data)
No Secondary Injection 0.016
Unheated Secondary Injection
Normal Injection 0.019
35° Injection 0.020
Heated Secondary Injection
X/D M=0.2 M=0.5 M=1.0
Normal Injection
Low Wall Heat Flux
2.74 .048 .052 .035
16.14 .019 .019 .019
35.44 .01? ; .017 ' .017
Normal Injection
High Wall Heat Flux
2.74 .036 .038 .028
18.14 .019 .019 .019
35.44 .017 .017 .017
35 Degree Injection
6.65 .122 .156 .119
37.36 .018 .020 .019
71.84 .018 .018 .019
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Figure 2 Heat transfer coefficient downstream of injection through
a tangential slot (Hartnett, Birkbak and Eckert (3))
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